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XXRescued! 
XXNew Life for New Leaf.  X x x  x x x x x x x  x x x x x 

x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x x 

XXIn  a  dramatic  development,  the  New  Leaf 
XXproject,  facing the threat of long-term funding 
XXstarvation, has been saved from oblivion.

Friends Chair, Dr. Martin Heath: “This 
is extremely good news. I was very sad 
to  hear  that  some members  of local 
amenity societies have felt that New 
Leaf  should be kept at arm's length, 

XXsimply because it works with young offenders. It 
XXhas been my great privilege to nail my colours  
XXto the mast for this project, also to have been 
XXthe representative who spoke up for New Leaf 
XXat the Dulwich Community Council on June 8 this year. I am proud to be associated withXX 
XXpeople who choose to spend their  time, effort  (and considerable amountsXof personalXX 
XXmoney), not in furthering their own interests, but in serving others, the community atXX 
XXlarge and the environment in which we all live. This project, transforming our societyXX 
XXthrough goodwill, is a mini-revolution that deserves everyone's support.” 

XXOn October 15, 2011, the United St. Saviour's Charity donated £5,000 to New Leaf, enablingXX 
XXit to pay its rent for a year. During this time, the project will be able to promote itself andXX 
XXexplore  several  avenues  for  funding.  The  project,  based  in  a  small  shop  beside  WestXX 
XXDulwich Station, enjoys support from all  parties, but, in this  case, Lib Dem councillorsXX 
XXwere instrumental in saving the day. Below left: Vinnie O'Connell, New Leaf's founder.     

Cllr  Tim  McNally,  who  is  also  the  Chair  of  finance  for  theXX 
Charity hailed  New Leaf as a worthy recipient of funds: “TheXX 
work that  New Leaf  does with young people in Southwark isXX 
amazing and genuinely turns these peoples'  lives around. AsXX 
Southwark's oldest and largest charity, we are delighted to beXX 
funding this project, so that it can continue delivering life-XX 
changing help to our youth.” New Leaf helps youngsters fromXX 
across Southwark, including Bermondsey and Rotherhithe, theXX 
area served by the Charity (whose roots go back to 1540).   

XXCllr Anood Al-Samerai, Leader of Southwark Lib Dems, commented: “It's great news Vinnie,XX 
XXand extremely well deserved, we were so impressed with your project that it was a joy toXX 
XXsupport it. The work you do changes so many lives and should be recognised.”  x x x x x  x x x 
x
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XXAbove: Vinnie O'Connell explains the mural on the rear wall of the New Leaf shop (Aug. 7, 2011),XX 
XXwhilst artist Marlon Brown completes another portrait for the side wall, which features those whoXX 
XXhave made notable contributions to biology or the popularisation of science. Vinnie is explainingXX 
XXhow New Leaf has been creating a botanical garden exploring the evolution of the plant kingdom. ItXX 
XXalso provides regular work teams to assist biodivetrsity projects in Belair Park. 

Vinnie O'Connell responded to the award from the United St.XX 
Saviour's  Charity: “I'm personally delighted that I  can get onXX 
with what I do best, that is to engage the young people  weXX 
workwith with the environment and enable them to gain newXX 
skills and  interests. My hope is that New Leaf will be a realXX 
turning point and inspiration for the young people and theyXX 
will go on to bigger and better things in their own lives.”  xxxxxx 
x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    xxx

 Left  &  below:  Vinnie  andXX 
volunteers  on  the  LakesideXX 
Wildlife  Walk  on  October  23,XX 
2011,  widening  a  ditch  into  aXX 
small  seasonal  pond.  MartinXX 
Heath:  “I  began  this  projectXX 
the  previous  afternoon  and  itXX 
was  encouraging  to  see  howXX 
much  faster  the  work  wentXX 
once there were five of us.”  xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

The New Leaf shop always has a wide selection of interesting secondXX 
hand books, both fiction and non-fiction. Please do call in and take aXX 
look during the autumn sale. Volunteer helpers are welcomed. 
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A long-term management plan for biodiversity  in BelairXX 
Park Lake, West Dulwich, London, UK.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXX 
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Public consultation III.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXX 
xx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx            xxxxxxxx 

October 18, 2011. 7:00 pm. xxXXXxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x XX 
Recreation Rooms, Gallery Road, SE21.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x 
The cycle of consultation about lake work was completed with aXX 
brief,  business-like  meeting,  concluded  within  half  an hour.xxxx 
xxxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                            xxxxxxxx x  x x x x x x x x x x x xxxx  

The meeting was opened by Dr. Martin Heath in the Chair, whoXX 
outlined  the consultation to  date.  Nils  Battye,  project  officerXX 
from Southwark's Cleaner, Greener, Safer programme, reportedXX 
discussions with Willowbank Services, who have four decades ofXX 
experience with lakes. A digger on a floating pontoon could clearXX 
the area by the bridge at a cost of £12,000. Sludge would beXX 
taken  by  dumper  truck  directly  to  a  site  near  the  railwayXX 
embankment, where it would break down within a new copse.XX 
The  contractor  and  Jon  Best,  Southwark  Ecology  Officer,XX 
anticipated little wildlife in the sludge, so there was no need toXX 
let it de-water beside the lake. This would simplify and speed upXX 
work.  £8,000  would  be  available  for  work  on  the  copse  (andXX 
other projects if there were a surplus). Work should begin beforeXX 
the fields became too wet to support trucks.    

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The  following  motion  was 
passed unopposed by a show 
of  hands:  x  x  x  x  xx  x  x  x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x 

“That the London Borough of 
Southwark should proceed to 
instruct  Willowbank  Services  toXcarry  out  dredging  works  asXX 
soon as expedient and that material from the lake should beXX 
transported to the field margin near the railway embankmentXX 
and allowed to break down within a new copse.”XProposed byXX 
R. Ramadhan. Seconded by M. Masoin.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

We have been grateful  to Nils Battye & Paul Highman of the LondonXX 
XXPhotos of meeting: P. Highman.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiiiiBorough ofXSouthwark for their dedicated hard work and support.x x x x x 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x
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Using the dredged detritus.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Above:  The  north  west  corner  of  the  Park  is  a  possibleXX 
location  for  the  proposed  copse.  As  de-watering  andXX 
decomposition  of  material  from  the  lake  proceeded,  theXX 
volume ofXmaterial would shrink substantially (down to 20% isXX 
a figureXreceived from several sources), so that there wouldXX 
be room for  future additions  of  detritus.  The copse wouldXX 
augment  theXexisting  hedgerow.  Left:  Nils  Battye  of  theXX 
London Borough ofXSouthwark, who has overseen the project.

XXSolving the long-term problem. X x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXThe problem of leaf detritus building up in front 
XXof the bridge (there is  a concrete lip beneath 
XXthe bridge to retain the lake), causing stagnancy 
XXand  unpleasant  smells,  has  persisted  for 
XXdecades. Dredging work will cure the problem in 
XXthe short-term, but unless a solution is devised, 
XXanother expensive episode of  dredging will  be 
XXrequired  within  a  few  years.  Martin  Heath 
XXpointed out that the detritus arrives floating at 
XXthe  surface,  then  becomes  waterlogged  and 
XXsinks.  Regular  removal of  floating  leaves from 
XXthe narrow part of the lake by the bridge might 
XXbe  attempted by  volunteers  armed  with  long-
XXhandled rakes. Only experiment will show how 
XXeffective this method might be at slowing down 
XXthe rate of leaf accumulation.                 

XXAbove right: This autumn's leaves collecting on the surface of the  lake  (Oct. 23, 2011). Below left:XX 
XXA carpet of leaves from black poplars has accumulated on  the Wildlife Walk (Oct. 21, 2011). In thisXX 

narrow  wood  habitat  they  willXbeXX 
broken down by fungi and soil fauna,XtoXX 
enrich  the  soil.  Nils  Battye  suggestedXX 
fitting netting to the fenceXbeside theXX 
lake  to  help  preventXleaves  from  theXX 
Walk  blowing  into  the  water,  andXX 
contributing  to  the  perennial  problemXX 
of  clogging.X  Retained  on  the  Walk,XX 
however, they will  be making a usefulXX 
contribution to the cycle of nature.XX xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Images: M. J. Heath. X x x x x  xxxxxxxxx x x x xxxxxxxxx x x  x x x x 
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The Committee, Friends of Belair Park. xXX 
friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk        x 
Tel: 020 8670 8924                       xxxxxxx x x x 

x


